Synthesis, characterization of Cu, N co-doped \( \text{TiO}_2 \) microspheres with enhanced photocatalytic activities
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Abstract

The mesoporous Copper, nitrogen co-doped \( \text{TiO}_2 \) microspheres was prepared via solvothermal approach, followed by nitriding treatment under an ammonia gas flow. The crystalline structures of the as-prepared catalyst and the chemical compositions of Cu,N co-doped \( \text{TiO}_2 \) were determined using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) respectively. The photocatalytic activity of the as-prepared sample was investigated by monitoring the degradation of Rhodamine-B under visible light irradiation.

Experimental results indicated that mesoporous Cu,N co-doped \( \text{TiO}_2 \) microspheres showed higher photocatalytic activity than Cu-TiO2 microspheres and anatase TiO2 under visible light irradiation. The higher photocatalytic activity of the mesoporous Cu,N co-doped \( \text{TiO}_2 \) microspheres sample could be attributed to the synergistic effects of large BET surface area, extended light absorption, efficient charge separation which was stabilized by the presence of oxygen vacancies. It was discovered that, valence states maintain stability after nitriding treatment. The sample synthesized from 0.1% molar quantity of Cu dopant, and nitrided at 400°C for 30 min gave the highest photocatalytic activity.

Introduction

Titanium dioxide (\( \text{TiO}_2 \)) nanomaterials are the most widely used semiconductor in many applications such as energy storages, sensors, photovoltaics and photo-catalysis [1] because of its unique photovoltaic properties, high chemical stability, low cost and environmental friendly [2-6]. However, photo-catalytic performance of \( \text{TiO}_2 \) is relatively low due to fast recombination of electron-hole pairs and narrow light response range [7] compare to noble metal modified \( \text{TiO}_2 \), which has been proved to be very effective in overcoming this drawback [8-10]. Since the lower Fermi level of noble metals resulting from the excitation of photocatalyst in the valence band (VB) of \( \text{TiO}_2 \) are directly transferred to Cu\(^{2+} \) under conduction band, which frees up the oxidative valence hole of the photocatalyst for the degradation of organic compounds. Metal ion dopants can serve as charge trapping sites and thus reduce electron-hole recombination rate during photocatalysis [15].

Recent years, many researchers also pay attention to dope \( \text{TiO}_2 \) with non-metals such as S, N, P and B [16-21]. Among all the non-metals-doped \( \text{TiO}_2 \) catalysts, N-doped \( \text{TiO}_2 \) had been intensively investigated. The N-doped pathway could form intermediate energy levels in the band gap as a consequence of either mixing N 2p with O 2p states or by introducing localized states. Comparing with single doping, co-doping of metal(s) and non-metal(s) on \( \text{TiO}_2 \) shows better performances in photocatalysis due to the synergistic effects [22-24] of large BET surface area and extended light absorption.

In our research work, we reported mesoporous Cu,N co-doped \( \text{TiO}_2 \) microspheres that showed relatively high catalytic activity. Here, we present a green solvothermal approach for the synthesis of mesoporous Cu doped \( \text{TiO}_2 \) microspheres. Nitrogen was doped on Cu-TiO2 microspheres by nitriding treatment under an ammonia gas flow. The as-prepared sample could efficiently overcome the drawbacks mentioned above to some extent, because it has high sufarace area, effective charge separation and ability to absorb light at visible light region. Mesoporous structures with high surface area can provide an excellent support for active sites due to pore sizes and volume. Photocatalytic activity of the as-prepared catalyst was investigated by monitoring the degradation of Rhodamine-B (RbH) under visible light irradiation.

Experimental section

Materials and methods

All chemicals were analytical grade reagents and used without further purification. Hexadecylamine (HDA; 90%), Titanium (IV)
isopropoxide (TIP; 98%), Copper chloride (CuCl₂), absolute ethanol, deionized water, potassium chloride(AR) and anatase TiO₂ were supplied by the Sigma-Aldrich, China. Rhodamine-B was used as model organic pollutant to evaluate the photocatalytic activity of the synthesized materials, and double distilled water was used throughout the experiment.

**Synthesis of mesoporous Cu-doped TiO₂ microspheres (Cu-TiO₂):** Mesoporous Cu-TiO₂ microspheres were synthesized via solvothermal reaction of TIP, HDA, KCl, and CuCl₂, followed by calcination. Firstly, mixture of CuCl₂ and TIP in molar ratios: 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 3, and 10, 1.98 g HDA and 1.60 mL of 1.6 M KCl solution were dispersed in 200 mL ethanol under stirring and the sample was allowed to react for 30 min. TIP (4.5 mL) as Titanium source was slowly dripped into the mixture under stirring. After 2 min, the white precipitate in suspension was kept static for 18 h, centrifuged and washed with ethanol three times, and the sample was then air-dried at room temperature. After that, the sample was transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave with a capacity of 100 mL. The autoclave was sealed, transferred to electric muffle furnace and kept at 160°C for 6 h. The precipitate obtained was collected by the centrifugation, washed with ethanol and air-dried. Finally, these powders obtained were calcined at 500°C for 2 h leading to the formation of Cu-TiO₂ microspheres. In this research work, TiO₂(0.1 at% Cu) stands for 0.1 at % Cu loaded TiO₂ sample wherein the % is to be interpreted in terms of the molar ratio mentioned earlier in this paragraph.

**Synthesis of Mesoporous Cu, N Co-doped TiO₂ microspheres (Cu-N-TiO₂):** The sample obtained TiO₂(0.1 at% Cu) was placed in a quartz boat. The boat was placed in a quartz tube with airight, stainless steel end-caps that have welded valves and connections to input and output gas lines. The quartz tube was placed in a tube furnace and appropriate connection to the gas sources was made. An argon gas was allowed to flow through the tube for 15 min to expel air in the tube before establishing the flow of ammonia gas through the tube. The sample was then heated in the tube at 400°C, 500°C and 600°C with heating rate 4°C/min. After 30 min or 2 h elapsed, the furnace was turned off and the product was cooled to room temperature within 4 h under ammonia gas flow. Before the quartz tube was taken out of the tube furnace, argon gas was allowed to flow through the tube in order to expel the remaining ammonia gas in the tube. In this research work, TiO₂(0.1 at% Cu, N - T - t) stands for 0.1 at % Cu doped TiO₂ with nitrifying treatment time t = 30 min or 2 h and calcined at T = 400, 500 and 600°C.

**Characterization**

The crystalline structures of the sample was examined with X-ray diffraction (XRD) using X-ray Diffraction (XRD) with Miniflex600 X-ray diffractometer containing monochromatic Cu Ka radiation (λ=0.1542 nm, accelerating voltage 40 kV, applied current 15 mA) at scanning rate of 1°/min. The morphology and chemical composition were determined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) instrument (JSM-7800F, Japan) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) respectively. XPS measurements were carried out on an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (ESCALAB250Xi) using Al Ka (1486.6 eV) X-rays as the excitation source. Carbon 1s (284.6 eV) was chosen as reference. UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra were recorded with a Hitachi U-3900 spectrometer in the range of 200-850 nm, using BaSO₄ standard as reference. Surface area measurements were carried out by using nitrogen adsorption-desorption technique of Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) method on Accelerated Surface Area and Porosimetry System (ASAP 2420) to obtain value of specific surface area, pore volumes and mean value of pore sizes.

**Determination of photocatalytic properties and degradation of Rhodamine-B (RhB)**

Photocatalytic properties were determined in an open thermostatic photo-reactor. Before light irradiation, 200 mL of suspension solution containing 10 mg/L RhB and 120 mg solid catalyst was sonicated for 10 min, and then stirred for 1 h in the darkness to ensure an adsorption–desorption equilibrium was maintained. The suspension was then irradiated under continuous stirring using UV light, 300 W Micro-solar 300UV - Xe lamp with a UV-cut off filter and was positioned 25 cm away from the reactor (removing the effect of light on the photocatalysis) in order to allow only visible light in the range of 420 nm-850 nm to interact with the sample, and the experiment was carried out at 25°C under constant stirring. At a given time, interval of irradiation, 5 mL of the solution was withdrawn, centrifuged and analysis with a UV-vis absorption (Hitachi U-3900 spectrometer) at the maximal absorption wavelength for RbB, which have characteristic absorption peaks of 554 nm (λmax). To establish the stability of the photocatalyst, the mesoporous Cu-N-TiO₂ spheres was recycled and used three times for testing subsequent photocatalytic activities as follows; After a photocatalytic experiment, the mesoporous Cu-N-TiO₂ microspheres was recovered by washing with distilled water three times and dried at 80°C for 12 h to remove the residual reactants and reactivated the adsorption and catalytic performance.

**Results and discussion**

**Crystal phases and morphology of the samples of Cu-TiO₂ microspheres**

Crystalline phases of the samples with different molar mass of Cu²⁺ were investigated with XRD, as shown in Figure S1. All the diffraction peaks are index to anatase TiO₂ structure (JCPDS card NO.21-1272) with five main characteristic peaks, the planes (101), (004), (200), (105) and (211) respectively. No impurity was detected except in 10 at% Cu-TiO₂ sample, and this indicated that copper dopant has a negligible effect on the crystalline phases of TiO₂ microspheres. The diffractograms of all the samples were not shown any diffraction peaks of copper or copper compounds except the one of 10% Cu-TiO₂ which could be attributed to low copper content in these samples. In the present study, the Cu is in +2 oxidation state and Ti is in +4 oxidation state. The radius of Ti4⁺ (0.68 Å) is similar to that of Cu²⁺ (0.73 Å), hence copper ions may be incorporated into the lattice of TiO₂, and occupied some of the titanium lattices [25,26]. The charge compensation is mainly achieved by the ionized vacancies especially doubly ionized oxygen vacancies. As shown in Figure 2, in order to further enhance the photocatalytic activity of TiO₂ (0.1 at% Cu) sample in the visible light region, nitrifying treatment were carried out under ammonia gas flow. The PXRD patterns of TiO₂(0.1 at% Cu, N-400°C-30 min) sample shows a good crystallinity, and the PXRD patterns of mesoporous TiO₂(0.1 at% Cu, N) microspheres with different nitrifying conditions are shown in Figure S2.

All the samples exhibit good crystallinity of anatase TiO₂ diffraction peaks (ICPDFs no. 21-1272) with no other peaks, demonstrating phase purity, because the temperature and time of nitrifying treatment were not sufficient to produce TiN.

Figure 3 shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (morphology) of the synthesized Cu-TiO₂ and Figure 3A, B show the typical FESEM images of the as-synthesized mesoporous TiO₂(0.1 at% Cu, N) microspheres.
Cu) microspheres at different magnifications. During calcinations, monodispersed TiO \(_2\):(0.1 at% Cu) microspheres with a diameter of (0.6 ± 0.05) μm, and comparatively rough surfaces are produced (Figure 3A) owing to the removal of the template. As illustrated by the high magnification SEM image (Figure 3B), TiO\(_2\) beads contain nanocrystals and pores were obviously observed over the surface of the beads. This special structure is beneficial by allowing light scattering on the surface and in the pores of the beads. Even after nitriding treatment at 500°C for 2 h, agglomeration of TiO \(_2\):(0.1 at% Cu, N-500°C-2 h) was not obvious, and some microspheres were broken. However, the beads still retained mesoporous structures as shown in Figure 3C, D.

The EDS spectrum (Figure 3E) indicated that the composite consists of Cu, Ti and O as it was revealed by EDS technique. Moreover, the elemental mapping of TiO \(_2\):(3 at% Cu) was also performed by EDS area scanning and amount of Cu present was too low to be detected. So, we choose a relative high Cu content sample (3 at% Cu) in order to estimate amount of copper present in the sample by using EDS. The maps (Figure 3F, G and H) of O, Ti, and Cu are well defined with sharp contrast, and the profile of Cu is close to that of O and Ti, which indicates that Cu and Ti are distributed uniformly and densely throughout the whole composite.

**BET surface area and pore size distribution of the Cu-TiO\(_2\) microspheres**

To examine the porosity of the TiO \(_2\):(0.1 at% Cu) and TiO \(_2\):(0.1 at% Cu, N-500°C-2 h), N\(_2\) adsorption-desorption isotherms were performed, and results obtained are shown in Figure S3. The corresponding mono-modal pore-size distributions (inset, Figure S3) indicates the mesoporous nature of the two samples with the pore sizes smaller than 10 nm, and after nitriding treatment the pores were almost not changed. As a result, the mesoporous TiO \(_2\):(0.1 at% Cu) microspheres has a high BET surface area of 113.3 m\(^2\)g\(^{-1}\) owing to the presence of mesoporous nature. Furthermore, after nitriding treatment under ammonia gas, the as-prepared TiO \(_2\):(0.1 at% Cu, N-500°C-2 h) sample was also investigated using BET technique, and it is important to note that surface area of the sample is 109.4 m\(^2\)g\(^{-1}\) and there was no significant decrease in the value except a slight change after nitriding treatment, which might due to the nitriding temperatures. It was discovered from results that all obtained Cu-TiO\(_2\) microspheres have excellent surface and mesoporous properties, which might lead to high photocatalytic activities.

**Formation process of Cu-TiO\(_2\) microspheres**

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a possible mechanism for the beads growth process. Based on these results, we propose that...
the formation of mesoporous spheres proceeds through keeping static, solvothermal and calcination reaction. The mesostructures and monodisperse precursor beads were formed through a cooperative assembly process involving long-chain alkylamine and Ti(OCH(CH₃)₂)₄(OH)ₓ species. The resultant Ti(OCH(CH₃)₂)₄(OH)ₓ species on hydrolysis of Titanium (IV) isopropoxide (TIP) participate in hydrogen-bonding interactions with amino groups of the Hexadecylamine (HDA), such hybrid composites contain hydrophobic long-chain of alkyl groups. Meanwhile, further hydrolysis and condensation of the titanium species associated with the hybrid micelles resulted into the formation of a new liquid condensed phase rich in HDA which can be referred to as titanium oligomers. As the titanium oligomers further polymerized, the condensed phase became denser, and this might due to effect of ammonia released during hydrolysis hastening decomposition of titanium oligomers leading to the formation of mesostructured inorganic frameworks which finally precipitated out of the solvent. During solvothermal treatment, amorphous TiO₂ was known to experience a phase change to anatase via a dissolution and reprecipitation processes, wherein dissolved titanate species rapidly nucleated to form nanocrystalline structures due to the high solvothermal system. Further calcination in air induces decomposition of HDA molecules and promotes the formation of well crystalline mesoporous TiO₂ sphere.

Optical properties

Optical absorption properties: The optical absorption properties of the pristine and Cu doped TiO₂ catalysts were investigated by the comparison of the UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) as shown in Figure S4A. And it was observed that increase in Cu content brought about shifting of absorption edge to visible light region and intense absorption, and this intense visible light absorption can be attributed to: (i) the Cu doping introduced impurity states below the conduction band minimum leading to the band gap reduction. (ii) the excitations between O 2p states and Ti 3d states through Cu 3d states. As TiO₂ is an indirect semiconductor, the band-gap energies of as-prepared Cu-doped TiO₂ samples estimated from the Tauc plot of [F(R∞)*hν]¹/² versus energy (E) was shown in Figure S4B. After doping of Cu²⁺ ions into TiO₂ matrix, the sample changed from white (TiO₂) to light gray. The Eg value of Cu-TiO₂ samples decrease as Cu contents increase as shown in Figure S4B, and this indicates that the samples show visible-light response.

Photodegradation of Rhodamine-B: Rhodamin-B (RhB) is one of the most commonly used organic dyes in industry and can pollute the environment. The photocatalytic activity of the Cu doped TiO₂ samples was initially evaluated by the degradation of RhB in an aqueous solution (Figure 4A). In addition, prepared mesoporous TiO₂ microspheres was used as a reference and the adsorption–desorption result of the catalyst without light irradiation showed that there was almost no change in the pollutant concentration after 60 min which indicated that an adsorption–desorption equilibrium was reached. Also, the photocatalytic degradation efficiency (PDE = (C₀ - Cₜ)/C₀) of RhB hardly changed under visible light irradiation in the absence of the photocatalyst. Use of as-prepared samples for degradation of RhB shows that the photocatalytic activity of all Cu-TiO₂ samples outperformed TiO₂ sample, and TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu) sample was the best one of them. Figure 4B shows representative variations in the absorption of RhB (λₘₐₓ = 554 nm) under visible light irradiation for
the TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu) sample as catalyst, the characteristic absorption of RhB gradually decreases as the irradiation time increases, and the characteristic wavelength shifts to a lower wavelength (inset, Figure 4B) which indicates that RhB decomposed and new substance produced.

In order to investigate the photocatalytic activity of as-prepared samples thoroughly, a kinetic study was performed for the photodegradation process. This is fitted by using pseudo-first-order kinetics, and the linear relationship of ln(C/C₀) vs time is used to calculate apparent rate constants. The results from these fitting exercises are displayed in Table 1, and the results imply that k-values 1.82 x 10⁻³ min⁻¹ for TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu) sample is higher than those of the other Cu-TiO₂ samples. And this is in agreement with results that show that TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu) sample has best photocatalytic activity.

Based on the results of photocatalytic activity, the mechanism of the photocatalysis of Cu-TiO₂ samples is discussed as follow. The dopant Cu generates an impurity level of Cu²⁺ below the conduction band of TiO₂, and the electron in the valence band may be excited to the Cu²⁺ trap level with the same amount of positively charge holes left to form electron-hole pairs during light irradiation. As a consequence of this proximity, the trapped electron in Cu²⁺ could easily be released and transferred to a neighboring surficial Ti⁴⁺, and the effective charge transfer might decrease the electron-hole pair recombination rate and prolonged the lifetime of charge carriers. In addition, to maintain charge neutrality, oxygen vacancies were generated by doping of Cu²⁺ in the lattice of TiO₂ and oxygen vacancies induced visible light absorption. The recombination rate of the trapped charge carriers' increases with the dopant concentration, because the average distance between the trapping sites of the two types decreases with increasing in number of dopants confined within a particle. Besides, there might be risk of reducing number of photoactive sites in the sample with too much Cu.

In addition, the mesoporous structure of the as-prepared samples results in multiple reflections of visible light within the hole, allowing the light source to be used more efficiently, which has been reported by many researchers [27]. The high BET surface area 113.3 m²g⁻¹ of TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu) sample may offer enough photoactive sites and promote the reaction.

In order to enhance and increase the photo reactivity of TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu) sample by extending the visible light absorption, nitriding treatment was carried out under ammonia gas, and TiO₂:(0.1 at % Cu, N-400°C-30 min) showed best photocatalytic activity, but the copper content was too low to be determined using XPS. Therefore, TiO₂:(0.5 at %Cu, N-400°C-30 min) was used to examine the copper content in the sample, and the XPS analysis was also carried out to confirm that the N doped onto mesoporous TiO₂:(0.5 at% Cu) microsphere. Meanwhile, the N peak is not obvious in EDS due to the low content of N in TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu, N-400°C-2 h) sample. Figure 5 shows the XPS of the Ti 2p, O 1s, N 1s and Cu 2p for the as-synthesized mesoporous TiO₂:(0.5 at% Cu, N-500°C-2 h) microspheres. In Figure 5A, the XPS spectrum shows complex structure 932.7 eV for Cu 2p₁/₂, and 952.4 eV for Cu 2p₃/₂ of TiO₂:(0.5 at% Cu), and this shows that Cu was incorporated into the lattice of TiO₂. Before or after nitriding treatment the peaks of Cu 2p was almost not changed, and Figure 5B shows O 1s peaks at 530.0 and 531.8 eV, the peak at 530.0 eV was assigned to the Ti-O bonds in the TiO₂ lattice, and the peak at 531.8 eV was related to the hydroxyl groups or water adsorbed on TiO₂ surfaces. After nitriding treatment, the peaks of O 1s have little changes from 531.8 eV to 531.9 eV. Figure 5C shows Ti 2p spectrum, in which two peaks are observed at 458.7 and 464.4 eV for Cu-TiO₂, which correspond to the binding energies of Ti 2p₁/₂ and Ti 2p₃/₂ levels for Ti⁴⁺, and Ti²⁺ spectrum was not observed using XPS. Figure 5D is the N 1s core level spectra of co-doped TiO₂, and it was found that there were two peaks with different intensity at the bonding energies of 396.1 eV and 400.4 eV. Generally, the peak at 396.1 eV reflects the formation of N-Ti-O bonds, which indicates the substitution of N-ion for O-ion, and the XPS peak at 400.4 eV could be assigned to interstitial N in TiO₂.[28]. In line with the XPS results, the total amount of doped N was 0.75% and substitutional N was 0.27%. It was difficult to make the substitution of O for N because the ionic radius of N(1.71 Å) was much bigger compared to that of O(1.4 Å) [29]. As it was reported by our previous work, the substitutional N and interstitial N play a key role in the band gap narrowing and contributed to the visible light photocatalytic degradation of RhB.

In Figure S5A, the absorption spectrum of TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu, N-400°C-30 min) and TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu,N-400°C-2 h) samples were nearly identical, and the absorption edge in the wavelength increased to 480 nm and 500 nm as the NH₃ treatment temperature and duration increased to 500°C for 30 min and 2 h. And an add-on shoulder was imposed onto the edge of the absorption spectrum. With an increase in the nitriding temperature and duration, the color of TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu, N-600°C-2 h) sample showed a dark green color and a higher absorption intensity produced. As shown in Figure S5B, the band gap of TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu, N-400°C-30 min) was almost not changed compared to the one before nitriding treatment, and the Eg value of TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu, N) samples after nitriding treatment gradually decreased with increasing in temperature and duration. As indicated by XPS analysis, there are two kinds of N doping, which are substitutional doping and interstitial doping. For the substitutional doping, N 2p states mixed with O 2p states in the valence band and improved the photoreactivity through narrowing of the inherent band gap of TiO₂, to maintain the electroneutrality. The oxygen vacancies give rise to the states below the conduction edge while the interstitial nitrogen atoms induced the local states near the conduction edge. After co-doping with Cu and N, electrons could be excited from valence band to the doping Cu²⁺ energy level and from the N 2p energy level to the conduction band. Besides, it is possible that the electrons can migrate from the N 2p energy level to the doping Cu²⁺ energy level, and as a result more photoinduced charge carriers could be effectively separated to participate in the photocatalytic process, leading to a higher photocatalytic activity than Cu-TiO₂ samples.

The photocatalytic activities of the TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu,N) samples after nitriding treatment were evaluated by monitoring the degradation of RhB, and Figure 4C shows the degradation curve of RhB catalyzed by TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu,N) samples. TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu, N-400°C-30 min) sample shows a relatively highest photocatalytic activity, and the degradation efficiency reached 68% after 240 min under visible-light irradiation. Figure 4D shows representative variations in the

---

**Table 1.** The k-values of the as-prepared TiO₂ and Cu-TiO₂ samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>k_{app}(10⁻³ min⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂:(0.01 at% Cu)</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂:(0.02 at% Cu)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂:(0.05 at% Cu)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂:(0.1 at% Cu)</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂:(0.5 at% Cu)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂:(1 at% Cu)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂:(3 at% Cu)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂:(10 at% Cu)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


absorption of RhB at maximum wavelength 554 nm under visible light irradiation of TiO$_2$: (0.1 at% Cu, N-400°C-30 min) sample. The characteristic absorption of RhB decreases obviously as the irradiation time increases, and the hypochromatic shift of the maximum absorption was not obvious, indicating that a dominant cleavage of the whole conjugated chromophore structures produced instead of the N-diethylation and prolonged irradiation time might lead to the complete decomposition of RhB. Also, Figure 4C gives degradation information of RhB by TiO$_2$: (0.1 at% Cu, N) sample with lower values than TiO$_2$: (0.1 at% Cu, N-400°C-30 min) sample. At low nitriding duration and temperature, the N doped on TiO$_2$ mainly exists in interstitial form, and the local states near the conduction edge induce by the interstitial N (dopant) can capture electron, but this electron can be easily returned which make it impossible to narrow the band gap of TiO$_2$ and barely involved in the photocatalysis. Although, TiO$_2$: (0.1 at% Cu, N-600°C-2 h) sample absorb more visible light, but the higher density of oxygen vacancies as recombination centers lead to the decrease in the photocatalytic activity. A kinetic study was performed for the photodegradation process, and it was fitted by using pseudo-first-order kinetics, in which the value of rate constant k is equal to the corresponding slope of the fitting line. The linear relationship of ln(C/C$_0$) vs. time, and the results of TiO$_2$: (0.1 at% Cu, N) samples after nitriding treatment were displayed in Table 2. The results also imply that k-value for TiO$_2$: (0.1 at% Cu, N-400°C-30 min) sample is higher than that of TiO$_2$: (0.1 at% Cu, N) samples, which is in agreement with the result of photocatalytic degradation.

**Conclusion**

In this work, mesoporous Cu, N codoped TiO$_2$ photocatalysts were prepared via a solvothermal method, followed by calcination at 500°C for 2 h and nitriding treatment under ammonia gas flow. The as-prepared sample has diameter 0.60 ± 0.05 μm with relatively rough surfaces, the BET surface area was 113.3 m$^2$g$^{-1}$ and its main pore sizes is smaller than 10 nm. It was found that as-prepared mesoporous Cu, N codoped TiO$_2$ microspheres samples showed enhanced photocatalytic activity than pure TiO$_2$ under visible-light irradiation, and the higher photocatalytic activity of the mesoporous Cu, N codoped TiO$_2$ microspheres sample could be attributed to the synergistic effects of the large BET surface area, extended light absorption, efficient charge separation, which stabilized by the presence of oxygen vacancies. From these results, we confirmed that mesoporous Cu, N codoped TiO$_2$ microspheres could be used to promote photodegradation of Rhodamine-B under visible light irradiation.
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